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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND  SUGESTION 

5.1 Conclution 

 Language that performed by community has proved that the language 

variation. Such as  jargon term used by communities in stand up comedy that has 

special words as a term in technical stand up comedy in their performances. The 

term is used as a term for assessment comic performance from jugdes, mentor in 

giving additional sugestion and guide, and host as master of ceremony during the 

event runs.  

 Language variations in comunity of stand up comedy have special term as 

a distinc between a comedian comunity with other communities. The use of 

jargon in stand up comedy academy contained in communications happen in 

every competition, especially when the jugdes give a comment, a mentor to add 

assesment and guide the comic, and Also used by the hosts during the 

competition. 

  In the stand-up comedy, there are 40 jargons that is used as a term that is 

in stand-up comedy academy. Jargon used by jugdes and mentor is act out, 

roasting, premise, punchline, Gerr, and the term used by the hosts just as the 

addressee mentor, jugdes, comics, the bottom two, and hanging mic. The word 

used by jugde, mentors and host is common words that are not usually heard by 

the daily conversation.  
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 In the use of the term researchers discovered 5 of word formation process 

of a 10 word formation process based George Yule theory. There are two (2) 

include that word coinage, such Gerr to assess the comic.  Fourteen (14) include 

borowwing word, such as explore, delivery and premis. Thirteen (13) 

compounding, such as gantung mic and ambil mic. Seven (7) conversion, one (1) 

clipping, and three (3) words include derivational such mengeksekusi and 

tantangan.  

5.2 Sugestion  

 This research is discuss about Stand Up Comedy Academy in Indonesia. 

In this competition the needed more perpicacity and ability from comic to follow 

the competition. There are language which special term in another comunity in the 

television. The researcher sugest the same study that discuss about same study 

that is comunity that show in television as the language variation that exist in 

Indonesia. 

 


